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Abstract. New IT (Intelligent Technology) era calls for a new generation of lifelong-learning 

talents with scientific literacy, humanistic literacy and sound personality. Development of intel-

ligent technology has changed organization of knowledge, interactions among new generation 

of learners and way of learning and living, and even social organization and social structure, 

which brings big challenges to current educational ideas, methods and models. Constructivism 

as a popular educational theory, has been applied ever since it was introduced into China. But 

most focuses more on knowledge construction and less on personality construction, and sepa-

rate these two constructions from each other. So based on combing development of constructiv-

ism, and absorbing achievements of personality psychology, this paper puts forward system 

construction based on knowledge construction and personality construction. Introducing ACP 

(Artificial systems, Computational experiments, Parallel execution) approach toward CPSS 

(Cyber-Physical-Social Systems), this paper proposes parallel education system framework 

under perspective of system construction to explore feasible way to cultivate new generation of 

talents. 

Keywords: New IT Era, Constructivism, System Construction, CPSS, ACP, Parallel 

Education Systems  

1 New IT Era and Challenges in Education  

Today, the world has entered a period of rapid development, from the ―Old IT‖ (In-

dustrial Technology) era through the ―Current IT‖ information technology era (Infor-

mation Technology) to the ―New IT‖ intelligent technology (Intelligent Technology) 

era
 [1]

. Development of science and technology presents exponential changes, and 

intelligent devices as ―new species‖ enter every corner of our life, and society pre-

sents unprecedented complexity and uncertainty. This poses a huge challenge to sur-

vival and development of mankind, future learners and thus our education system. 

 

In the new IT era, huge amount of online and offline learning resources greatly 
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changed organization and access patterns of knowledge, learners’ cognitive model and 

learning habits, which generates a new generation of learners known as ―Digital Na-

tives‖ 
[2][3]

, who have long been immersed in various types of intelligent devices and 

are well versed in information and intelligence technologies. They prefer screen-style 

fragmented reading, game-based teaching, ―perception-vision‖ type of learning and 

multi-tasking implementing. This requires educational systems to make changes in 

educational philosophy, technology, methods and models. 

 

New IT era brings diversification of social culture, virtualization of social interactions 

and even changes in social relations, social structure and social form, which causes 

psychological development dilemmas to new generation of learners. They are accus-

tomed to computer-based and text-based communication, but inadequate at face-to-

face communication. So in context of pluralistic social culture, such social interaction 

missing and interpersonal online make their personality virtual, lost and closed, exac-

erbating their personality identity crisis
 [4]

. 

 

New IT era requires lifelong learning and innovative talents, just as 《Core Compe-

tencies and Values for Chinese Students’ Development》, issued by National Ministry 

of Education, clearly pointed out that new generation of learners needs to have three 

kinds of core qualities such as scientific literacy, humanistic accomplishment and 

sound personality
 [5]

. Therefore, it is of great significance to explore new way of 

teaching for new generation of learners and our society. 

 

Constructivism as a cognitive theory has become a mainstream of international educa-

tion reform 
[6]

. In 1996, US published 《National Science Education Standards》, the 

first national science education document, is based on constructivism
 [7]

. Its essence is 

that knowledge cannot be transmitted and must be constructed initially by learners, 

which is suitable for today: reorganization of knowledge and ―screen reading‖ learn-

ing mode of new generation of learners. Since 1980s, constructivism has been intro-

duced into China, it has become popular in education research and teaching activities, 

which focuses more on application research, less on theoretical research, more on 

scientific knowledge construction, but less personality construction, and separate 

these two constructions from each other.  

 

So based on combing development of constructivism, absorbing results of psycholog-

ical research, this paper proposes system construction integrating knowledge con-

struction and personality construction, and explores its implementation by introducing 

ACP-based
[19-21]

 parallel system theory and parallel education system framework. 
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2 Development of Constructivism  

2.1 History 

As a cognitive mode or educational practice mode, emerging from contemporary 

western countries, constructivism is a combination of fragmented and unsystematic 

complex social science theory ever since it existed. From the ancient Chinese Lao’s 

―Tutors should not enlighten students, until they has turned problems over in their 

minds and are willing to obtain some thoughts but cannot speak out standard answers‖ 

to well-known Socrates ―Midwifery Teaching Method‖, from modern constructivist 

pioneer, Italian famous philosopher Vico (Giambattista Vico) to contemporary Amer-

ican social psychologist George Kelley’s personal construction, from epistemology of  

Swiss child psychologist Jean Piaget, to language acquisition theory of Lev Vygotsky, 

constructivism has gone through series of development process. Education related 

constructivism includes individual constructivism, radical constructivism and social 

constructivism 
[8]

. 

 

Individual constructivism: It was proposed by American social psychologist Kelly in 

her book 《The Psychology of Personal Constructs》, which pointed out that indi-

viduals build knowledge alone through understanding of repeated events, therefore, 

knowledge would rather be personal and adaptive, but not objective
[9]

. In 1972, Jean 

Piaget proposed individual knowledge construction in 《The Principles of Genet-

ic Epistemology》, pointing out that through assimilation and adaptation, individuals 

change schema in their minds to achieve construction of objective world ultimately 
[10]

. American LOGO language inventor and education information master, also 

known as ―father of maker‖, Seymour Papert inherited Piaget's constructivism to con-

structionism, emphasizing learning by making, computer-based and game-based 

learning scene, tools, and importance of sharing
[11]

. 

Table 1. Individual Constructivism, Radical Constructivism and Social Constructivism  

Type Conception of Knowledge Conception of Learning Conception of Teaching 

Individual 

 Constructivism 

Personal, existence of 

 objective world 
Personal constructs 

Guiding learners, 

 encouraging sharing and 

cooperation 

Radical Constructivism 
Personal, existence of  

objective world 
Personal constructs, sharing 

Guiding learners, 

 encouraging sharing and 

cooperation in certain  

social contexts 

Social Constructivism 
Personal, existence of  

objective world 

Personal constructs, sharing 

in certain social contexts 

Guiding learners, 

encouraging sharing and 

cooperation, trying to solve 

life-related problems 
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Radical constructivism: It is represented by Italian constructionist E. Von Glasersfeld. 

He assured existence of objective reality, but individuals cannot get objective 

knowledge, because human cannot get ―God eyes‖ to truly see the universe 
[12]

. Thus, 

knowledge is not a real copy of objective world, but a personal construct that seeks to 

understand society or natural environments. 

 

Social constructivism: Individual constructivism and radical constructivism focus 

mainly on construction of personal knowledge, but to some degrees, ignoring social 

factors. As Joan Solomon pointed out, knowledge is personal, but reason of revision 

of personal knowledge is to achieve recognition from peers and society, which is a 

social impact and it might be the only reason in learning science and forming a scien-

tific attitude 
[13]

. 

 

Therefore, from individual constructivism, radical constructivism to social construc-

tivism, with development of human’s cognition of human-mind, nature and society, 

cognitive and learning theory developed as well. As shown in Tab. 1, from personal 

construct, sharing with others, to cooperation and sharing in certain social situations, 

from personal constructs to personal constructs in certain social contexts, constructiv-

ism has gone through a process of gradual integration of more and more cognition and 

learning-related factors. 

 

2.2 Constructivism from Perspective of Cybernetics  

Since Norbert Wiener published 《Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in 

the Animal and the Machine》 in 1948, cybernetics, as a science that studies how 

dynamic systems maintain balanced state or steady state under changing environ-

ments, its ideas and methods have penetrated into almost all fields of natural sciences 

and social sciences
[14]

. Its essence is that if there is deviation between dynamic sys-

tems’ current state of and stable state, then dynamic systems will start automatic con-

trol process. With deviation as inputs to automatic controller, automatic controller 

figures out and outputs instructions to change current system state. By observer’s 

obtaining current system state, automatic controller compares it with stable state 

again, and keeps doing adjusting process until deviation is zero or accepted. 
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                 Fig. 1.  Knowledge Construction Process from View of Cybernetics 

 

Based on cybernetics, this paper transforms Piaget's Schema-based 
[10]

 constructivism 

into control schematic shown in Fig.1. Piaget thought knowledge exists in human’s 

minds as a form called schema (system state), the reason why learners start learning 

process (automatic control process) is the unaccepted deviation between desired 

knowledge schema (steady state) and current knowledge schema (current state),which 

means learners need to learn to grasp knowledge as expected by themselves or socie-

ty. Then ―learning area‖ or learning controller (automatic controller) in people’s brain 

starts learning process (automatic control process), which is also called personal 

knowledge constructs. Then examinations or other evaluation methods (observer) 

obtain how much and how well learners have learned (current system state) or what 

current schema is in learners’ brains. If deviation is accepted then learning process 

stops, otherwise continues. 

 
For normal learners, they can achieve goals through normal personal knowledge con-

struction and learning processes. But for special learners, they might need special way 

of learning. Seymour Papert has done a lot in this area, and his famous LOGO lan-

guage and lovely little turtle have helped many learners find confidence and pleasure 

in learning mathematics 
[11]

. 

3  Personality Construction  

Personality is relative stable and unique psychological and behavioral patterns formed 

by interactions between people and acquired environment based on genetic qualities. 

Personality is both product of social and cultural shaping and result of people’s adap-

tation and selection. Development of personality psychology has been similar to that 

of cognitive and learning theory. From earliest personal personality construction to 

personal personality construction among interactions to personal personality construc-

tion under social contexts.
[15] 

 

According to Freud's theory, personality has three parts such as ―Self‖, ―Ego‖ and 

―Super-ego‖. Self is primitive desire, pursuit of happiness, and avoidance of pain; 

―Ego‖ serves ―Self‖ under certain realistic constraints, ―Super-ego‖ is moral strength 

as strict restrictions to ―Ego‖. In fierce struggles of personality, ―Self‖, ―Ego‖ and 

―Super-ego‖ never stopped suppressing and anti-suppressing 
[16]

. When three parts 

cannot be effectively coordinated, personality will be imbalanced and lost. Recently, 

young people’s suicide rate’ rising is tragedies of imbalanced and lost personalities. 
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New era has brought personality construction dilemmas under cruel struggles among 

―Self‖, ―Ego‖ and ―Super-ego‖. Social and cultural diversities increase desire of 

―Self‖, and makes power of ―Ego‖ gradually lost; Online human-computer interac-

tions, rather than face to face communications, cannot meet emotional needs of ―Su-

per-ego‖ to balance ―Self‖ and ―Ego‖, resulting in lost personalities. Therefore, it’s 

important to explore personality construction in new era as required by our society. 

 

Schematic diagram of personality construction from perspective of cybernetics is 

shown in Fig. 2. Personality constructions are dynamic adjustment processes to 

achieve dynamic balances. When there is unaccepted deviations between ―Self‖ (de-

sired state) and ―Ego‖ (system state),  that is when personal desire and social expecta-

tions don’t match, as known as psychological imbalance, ―Super-ego‖ initiates ad-

justment process by active or passive psychological construction / reconstruction to 

achieve psychological balance; otherwise, long-term psychological imbalance will 

lead to extreme behaviors and eccentric personalities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 2.  Psychological/Personality Construction Process from View of Cybernetics 

 

Active psychological construction refers to self-discovery of psychological imbalance 

by self-reflection, face to face effective communications, playing games, doing sports 

or other hobbies to achieve dynamic balances again. Passive process refers to process 

of psychological reconstruction by certain ways through guidance and intervention of 

psychoanalysts and therapists. After Dora Kalff absorbed analytical psychology from 

Carl Gustav Jung, ―Game Kingdom Technology‖ from Margaret Lowenfeld and ori-

ental culture, in her book 《Sandplay—The Psychotherapeutic Approach to Spiritual-
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ity》, she proposed a sandplay game-based psychological therapy theory and meth-

ods
[17]

. 

4 System Construction based on Knowledge Construction and 

Psychological Construction  

Education-related research and practices of constructivism has been carried out wide-

ly in China, but under current education evaluation system, most focuses on 

knowledge construction, less on psychological construction, and separate these two 

construction processes. But knowledge construction and psychological construction 

are inseparable, instead they complement each other, and should be improved togeth-

er. Usually, people with strong and well-built psychology more likely learn well be-

cause they can face all difficulties in the right way. Knowledge construction provides 

good chance for people to train their psychology because they will meet different 

situations during knowledge construction process. In a sense, psychological construc-

tion is the base of knowledge construction, and knowledge construction is carriers of 

psychological construction. This paper proposes a framework of system construction 

based on knowledge construction and psychological construction shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Fig. 3.  System Construction Process from View of Cybernetics 

 

System construction contains five elements such as guiders, learners, learning tools, 

learning scenes, social scenarios, which are interrelated and mutually influenced. 

Guiding and learning processes take place in certain social contexts through learning 

scenes and learning tools, any changes in each element will affect others. That is, in  

certain social contexts, based on guiders’ understanding of learners’ dynamic 
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knowledge schema and ―Self‖, ―Ego‖ and ―Super-ego‖, guiders design learning 

scenes and choose effective learning tools, to let learners build personal knowledge 

schema and personality under guidance and achieve personal or social expectations. 

There are two levels of construction caused by personal evaluation and social evalua-

tion respectively, and sometime they are contradictory. So with help of guiders, learn-

ers need to learn to manage these two constructions, that is, unity of individual needs 

and social needs. 

 

Social contexts (mainly include social evaluation system): In the context of globaliza-

tion, based on current domestic education situation, decision-makers need to develop 

new national education policy, new core literacy and new evaluation standards toward 

new IT era to cultivate innovative workforce, and enhance individual and social core 

competitiveness. Social evaluation is the core since it determines concepts of educa-

tion, methods and modes. 

 

Guiders: Guiders need to understand connotations of social evaluation and its re-

quirements to talents in knowledge construction and psychological construction. At 

the same time, accordingly, guiders need to understand learners’ dynamic knowledge 

construction and psychological construction. Then guiders design learning scenes 

according to learners’ current situation and social evaluation. With effective use of 

teaching tools (such as computers or intelligent equipment), and continuous observa-

tion of learners’ development, guiders lead learners to complete learning process. 

Therefore, guiders are the key to success of education since they are bridges between 

society and learners, communicator and practitioners of educational conceptions.  

 

Learners: learners need to understand their own knowledge construction and psycho-

logical construction, requirements from social evaluation, by interactions with guid-

ers, and complete knowledge construction and personality construction. Successful 

and life-long learners are final goal of entire education systems. Since each learner 

has a distinctive nature, guiders should conduct guidance based on coordination of 

social evaluation and learners’ situation; learners should never stop exploring their 

potential and utilize them to the fullest. 

 

Learning Scenes: Learning scenes are links between learners and guiders where guid-

ing process and learning process take place, where guiders and learners understand 

and interact with each other. Learning scenes should be systematic, interesting and 

personalized, and they should stimulate learners' desire and interests in learning and 

exploring. Therefore, learners can actively carry out knowledge and personality con-

struction under proper intervention of guiders. Obviously it is hard to carry out per-

sonalized learning scenes in ―one for many‖ collective teaching mode, however, com-

puters and other intelligent learning devices provide a powerful and feasible way to 

turn ―one for many‖ mode to ―one on one‖ mode. 

 

Learning tools: Today, intelligent learning equipment (such as computers, iPad, VR) 

have become the first choice for new generation of learners. Since intelligent learning 
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equipment can provide unparalleled, ―real‖ immersed experiences and personalized 

self-learning environments, learners have established tight relationship with them. So 

correct understanding of cooperative relationship and role distributions among guid-

ers, learning tools (computers) and learners, becomes an important topic.  

 

But how to make guiders get whole pictures of learner's knowledge schema and psy-

chological patterns? How to implement effective guidance? When to implement psy-

chological construction? When to implement knowledge construction? When to do 

both? How to design effective and personalized learning scenes? How to deliver per-

sonal ideas to learners in ―one for many‖ education mode?  How to figure out correct 

relationship among guiders, intelligent learning equipment and learners?  What are 

learners’ roles and tasks? What are guiders’ roles and tasks? What are intelligent 

equipment’ roles and tasks?  How to achieve effective and comprehensive evaluation 

of learners? How to achieve personalized guidance and learning in certain social con-

texts to build their own knowledge and psychology?  

 

Obviously from questions above, we know that five factors are interrelated, affecting 

one another. So how to adjust all these factors to optimize three processes, including 

learning process optimization, guiding process optimization, and education policy-

making process optimization? In certain social contexts, learning process optimization 

may not be consistent with guiding process optimization and policy-making optimiza-

tion. For such a complex system with multi-coupled inputs, multi-coupled outputs, 

multi-contradicting objective optimization, it is hard to describe, analyze and optimize 

only through mathematical analysis or experimental methods. 

 

Guiders, learners, learning tools (computers), learning scene, social situation form a 

typical Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)
[18]

. Based on Cyber-Physical-Systems 

(CPS), CPSS extends study scope to social network systems by integrating social 

information, virtual space and artificial system information. It focuses on integration 

and coordination of human brain resources, computing resources and physical re-

sources through intelligent human-computer interactions and effective cooperation of 

human and physical entities. It intends to achieve that human or organizations could 

manipulate physical entities through cyberspace in a reliable, real-time, safe and col-

laborative way. 

 

Actually guiders, learners, learning tools (mainly computers), learning scene and so-

cial situation (by decision-makers) form a special educational CPSS, where guiders, 

learners and decision-makers stand for both Physical and Social in CPSS, which also 

means unity of human’s social and natural attributes. By integrating and coordinating 

human brain resources (learners, mentors, decision-makers), computing resources 

(computers) and physical resources (learners, mentors, decision-makers), educational 

CPSS means to achieve learner-centered efficient learning, effective guiding and op-

timal decision-making and thus cultivate creative learners, innovative guiders and 

shrew decision-makers for new era. Next section this paper will introduce ACP ap-

proach and parallel education systems framework based on system construction. 
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5 ACP and Parallel Education System Framework from 

Perspective of System Construction 

5.1 ACP based on Parallel Systems 

ACP, including Artificial Systems, Computational Experiments and Parallel Execu-

tion, which provides a viable solution to management and control of complex systems 
[19-21]

. It has three steps, A, C, P.  A: Artificial Systems is to build one or more corre-

sponding artificial systems based on real systems. Artificial systems don’t have to be 

exactly the same as real systems, and they might be ―real copy‖ or ―creative copy‖ of 

real systems. C: By conducting variety of feasible solutions or implementing different 

kinds of computational experiments on artificial systems, it finds out optimal solu-

tions; P: Finally, optimal solutions are applied on real systems and artificial systems 

at the same time, artificial systems and real systems will learn from each other, devel-

op together by  parallel and continuous interactions. 

For example, in transportation systems involving engineering complexity and social 

complexity, there are thousands of parameters to adjusts, so many situations to ex-

plore, so many solutions to try and error. And it’s impossible to carry out in real 

transportation systems, since solutions might cause chaos. So based on ACP ap-

proach, by building virtual transportation systems in cyber world, all kinds of parame-

ters and solutions could be adjusted and carried out and thus generate optimal solution 

by computational experiments on virtual systems. Then by conducting optimal solu-

tion in real transportations systems, feedback can be used to improve optimal solution 

on virtual transportations systems and therefore outcome iterated optimal solutions to 

be carried out on real transportation systems until certain criterions are met both in 

virtual systems and real systems, which is parallel execution. And real systems and 

virtual systems are parallel systems. 

As to people, we wish we could build such systems too to accompany people’s grow 

up. That is to say, you are not alone ever since you are born, there is another ―You‖ in 

virtual world. Real you and virtual you will be life-long learning partners to grow up 

together by learning from each other. But it is too complicated to model people and 

peoples’ grow up environments, so we could only focus on certain fields at first, and 

later expand to more and more fields. That is the power what parallel systems could 

bring you, making you grow up faster and stronger since you could always find opti-

mal solutions from virtual you or artificial You. Parallel ―Yous‖ (real you and virtual 

you) are moving forward together. 

 

5.2 Parallel Education System Framework from Perspective of System 

Construction 

From system construction perspective, ACP-based and learner-centered parallel edu-

cation system framework is shown in Fig. 4.Upper part, full of Dashed line boxes, 

means virtual education systems, while bottom part, full of solid lines, mean real edu-

cation system.  In upper part, there are virtual learners, virtual guiders and virtual 

decision makers and virtual learning environment; in bottom part, there are real learn-
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ers, real guiders and real decision makers and real learning environment. Artificial 

education systems are constructed based on all factors such as teaching scene, social 

situation, guiders, learners and learning tools in real education systems. According to 

individual learners, personalized learning scenes will be designed by guiders together 

with artificial systems’ assistance, guiding method and personalized knowledge sys-

tems are carried out through human-in-loop computational experiments in artificial 

systems. Comprehensive evaluation of learning process in artificial education systems 

is carried out to guide real teaching process optimization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Parallel Education Systems Framework based System Construction 
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5.3 Key Technologies 

Key technologies of parallel education systems include environmental perception, 

knowledge modeling, psychological modeling, cognitive modeling, personalized in-

teraction, adaptive learning methods and so on. Teaching and learning process in-

volves cognitive psychological factors such as memory, intelligence, psychological 

and behavioral patterns, motives and intentions, and macro and micro social environ-

ment impacts such as evaluation systems, curriculum, teaching materials, teaching 

methods, knowledge structure systems, its evolution and so on. Learners-centered 

personalized teaching and learning, personalized knowledge system, and personalized 

psychological system should be carried out on the basis of knowledge database con-

struction, cognitive psychological analysis, big data analysis etc. 

Parallel education systems should be built on interoperable education information 

platforms with rich big data resources. From all levels of systems and products, paral-

lel education systems obtain learning scenarios, knowledge systems, learners and 

guiders’ behavioral and psychological characteristics, together with open online big 

data. Parallel education systems is designed to achieve personalized teaching and 

learning process and provide real-time, efficient, automated, customized, adaptive, 

rolling optimal support to promote good educational environment. New generation of 

artificial intelligence technology will lead to educational methods’ revolution and 

―daily‖, ―entertainment‖, parallel system-based learning, which will become main 

part of people’s life.  

6 Conclusions 

This paper put forward parallel education system framework from perspective of sys-

tem construction, and tried to explore how to cultivate well-trained talents who could 

meet needs of society and individuals. Parallel education system framework contains 

many factors, which keep changing along with development of society, so, on the 

basis of continuous iteration and optimization, there is a long way before it could 

achieve final goals, which is cultivation of learners, guiders and decision makers for 

new IT era. 

 

The new IT era provides great opportunities to achieve goals above. Continuous de-

velopment of intelligent technology and equipment will make cooperation of human-

machine-entities, integration of Cyber-Physical-Social systems, coordination of social 

resources, human brain resources and computer resources become true, thus make 

learning process, a special process including social and physical factors, visualized, 

computed, and optimized. Hopefully one day parallel education systems could be-

come a feasible way to completely change patterns of current educational system, 

optimize human learning process, and dig out human creativity and potential to the 

fullest, and fun, personalized, fair and lifelong learning will truly become a natural 

and joyful part of human life. 
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